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Abstract
The report is devoted to the use of methods of cognitive analysis for identification of relations between term semantics and 
conceptual structures of expert knowledge storage. Conceptual educations, cognitive formats of storage of expert knowledge and 
language cognition in their interaction are considered in the article as causing formation of terminological nominative units.
The authors analyze mechanisms and tendencies that are characteristic of different categories representation and consider the 
distinctive relationship between categories representation and the use of productive term elements that in some cases leads to the 
establishment of explicit term oppositions. Some regularities in different terminologies related to the issue are discussed. We also 
examine possible reasons that govern the choice of word to serve as a term element that is relevant for a particular category.
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1. Introduction
Considering the peculiarities of the cognitive approach to the term and the analysis of its semantics it should be 
noted that the problem of terminological units meaning came in sight of cognitive linguistics relatively recently (see, 
for example, Volodina, 2000; Manerko, 2000; Novodranova, 2000), though it should have drawn the researchers’ 
attention much earlier since the main objective of this direction of linguistics is studying the role of the language "in 
representation (coding) and transformation of information" (Kubryakova & Drozdova, 2007). Nevertheless, no other 
unit except the term is positioned as intentionally used for the purpose of representation, storage and transfer of 
knowledge/information. Naturally, with that it is emphasized that the term is connected with a particular type of
knowledge – scientific or special which we prefer to designate as "expert knowledge".
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This feature of the term caused a set of discussions concerning its artificial or natural character, possibility of 
including terms into the word stock of national languages and existence or absence of the term meaning similar to 
the lexical meaning of common lexis. Leaving aside the detailed analysis of debatable questions, we will note that 
though representatives of traditional linguistics paid certain attention to the semantics of the term, nevertheless, this 
aspect of a language sign received the most detailed lighting in terminology studies.
2. Objectives, methodology and research design
Presenting the historical retrospective of the formation and development of this direction of linguistics, V. A. 
Tatarinov, for example, specifies that its representatives determined the existence of a special type of meaning in 
such language signs – the terminological one, which, in fact, represents the definition of the concept acting as the 
denotation/referent of the term and is changed under the influence of extralinguistic factors. The term also has 
linguistic meaning, which characterizes this sign proceeding from the revealed aspects/types of lexical meaning, and 
can be determined in the process of analysis of an internal form of a language unit. According to the same author 
semantics of the term was mainly investigated on the basis of analysis of dictionary definitions whose comparison 
with the use of terms in special texts showed further that in lexicographic sources the term cannot present the whole 
volume of the content of the concept, representing only its "nucleus" - integral and differential features.  In general, 
the analysis of the term semantics within terminology studies was restricted to the logical and conceptual analysis of 
the definition of the term and consideration of the system of meanings of the ordered terminologies, and also to the 
description of types of definitions introduced by terms (Tatarinov, 2006).
The results of this research and specific observations over the units, defined as terminological ones, formed the 
basis of resorting to the term semantics in works of the cognitive direction which, unlike works of the pre - cognitive 
period, set the objective to consider the relation of the term semantics with the results of scientific conceptualization 
and categorization of the world, with mental units and structures of expert knowledge storage, and also to 
characterize the generation and functioning of lexical units in special discourses with another perspective providing 
systematization and full presentation of expert information taking into account interaction of linguistic and 
extralinguistic types of knowledge.
Before considering possibilities of the use of methods of the cognitive analysis for the study of the term 
semantics, we will stipulate that taking into account the ideas stated in a number of classical and modern works 
devoted to terminological lexicon (Vinokur, 1994; Reformatsky, 1968; Shelov, 1993; Manerko, 2000;  Golovanova, 
2003; Zyablova, 2004; Novodranova, 2006; Leychik, 2007) and in works on cognitive linguistics (Langacker, 1987; 
Kubryakova, 2000, 2009), we suggest considering terms as relative prototypical cognitive and functional category of
lexical units (Drozdova, 2010). Members of this category are characterized by a complex function which includes:
x name of scientific/special concept of an area (domain) of science or another type of expert activity;
x explicit (through a definition) or implicit (through word usage in a statement or a text) representation of its 
contents;
x participation in the creation of definitions of other concepts of the same domain forming an appropriate sphere of 
concepts i.e. in the organization and systematization of expert knowledge;
x ability to unite with other signs of language into term systems and, linked with them, to objectify mental units 
and structures of expert knowledge storage, i.e. be associated with a certain cognitive context. 
This complex function is fully realized on condition of interaction of extralinguistic (i.e. usage in the appropriate 
discourse area) and linguistic (i.e. existence of syntagmatic and/or coherent interrelation with other terms of the 
same sphere in a statement or a text) contexts when the term certainly refers to the base of expert knowledge and 
cognitive formats of its storage and maximally carries out its pragmatic mission.
From the given definition it follows that the cognitive approach to the term semantics assumes establishment of
interrelation  between a mental unit and the language sign representing it, i.e. the analysis of the term semantics or, 
to be more accurate, its definitions as contents of the concept underlying the term in order to define, what meanings 
were "grabbed" with language signs as a result of conceptualization and/or allowed to bring the represented concept 
under a certain category, to include it in any other mental structure. In the latter case it is necessary to resort to 
elements of more complicated cognitive structures of expert knowledge storage to a concept in generic 
understanding (Kubryakova, 2002), conceptual system (Pavilenis, 1983), cognitive models (Lakoff, 1988).
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In other words, relying on the knowledge base of the expert community, it is first of all necessary to restore, 
"reconstruct", define these complicated cognitive structures and models as only on that condition it will be possible 
to define, what meanings fixed by these structures are represented by the semantics of the analyzed unit, what 
volume of verbalized knowledge, or the content of concept is.
The conceptual analysis can also promote understanding of how the knowledge which allowed to create the 
content of concept was gained, and whether the conceptual bases of categorization and conceptualization of the real 
or visionary world are reflected in an inner form of a language sign-term. 
Using the methods of the conceptual analysis for studying semantics of a separate terminological unit taken from 
a lexicographic source, or presented together with the definition (or description) of the concept of the scientific text, 
linguists, certainly, cannot estimate or realize the scientific essence, depth / completeness and accuracy of the 
presented content of the concept, except their own terminology, as it is fairly noted (Superanskaya et al., 1989). We 
believe, nevertheless, that due to the common knowledge base gained in the education system, to the study of 
special literature in the area of science the terminology of which the linguist is engaged in, and also relying on 
standard procedures of scientific cognition, it is quite possible to define, what meanings and at what levels of 
abstraction are represented by the term semantics.
3. Discussion of the research outcomes
Considering the meaning of the term as identical to its definition, we suggest speaking about it as about the 
conceptual content of a language unit which is fixed in specialized lexicographic sources, but can receive additional 
development / disclosure in the scientific discourse, including scientific texts, and which reflects informative 
experience, the base of knowledge created at a certain time point in a separate community of experts, opinions 
offered for discussion. Note that the meaning of the term of a certain term system is initially “attached" to a concrete 
"situation", a cognitive context. The basic concepts revealed as a result of the conceptual analysis and forming the 
content of the represented denotation represent its conceptual characteristics or features (Drozdova, 2003).
Having restored, for example, the cognitive structure of such science as Economics, it is possible to establish that 
it includes the following concepts: "laws", "economic system (national economy)" as a scope of these laws which, in 
their turn, include the concepts "production" and "consumption" revealed through such more specific concepts as 
"production factors", "product", "Man", "wants", "distribution", etc. (Hyman, 1992). The analysis of the definition 
of the term in a lexicographic source shows that these components of cognitive structure are presented in it by verbal 
units at various levels of abstraction or a categorization; not all potentially possible conceptual features of the given 
concept are revealed at that: 
economics ECON the study of the natural laws governing the production, distribution and consumption of 
wealth. It examines and explains that part of Man’s social and personal behaviour that is directed towards the 
satisfaction of his wants (Adam, 1993).
Thus, the given definition presents the following conceptual features connected with the given concept of the 
expert area of economics: "laws", "production", "consumption", "distribution", "Man", "wealth", "wants". These 
signs, in turn, imply other concept, not included into the definition, for example, such as "production factors", etc.
The process of conceptualization can also profile other properties accompanying conceptual signs-concepts such 
as attributive (natural), relative, characterizing links/relations of concepts of the sphere of concepts of an expert area 
(social), functional (governing) and even axiological, representing the rational assessment of certain aspects of 
concepts. In general, the typology of the features forming the conceptual content of the denotation can be presented 
through the designations close to the concept "semantic primitives" according to A. Vezhbitskaya (1996), and 
terminological units, in particular those which designate the features designed as a result of scientific understanding 
of real or visionary reality (see above consumption, wealth, wants, etc.) can also act as such names - "primitives" in 
certain areas of science.
The content of the concept can be also presented as structurally ordered, associated with such format of language 
storage as frame. The method of the frame analysis establishing hierarchical orderliness of conceptual features 
which are formed by separate slots associated with the concept nucleus name provides possibility of visualization of 
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the mental structure to which semantics of the concrete term abstracts. The definition given above abstracting to the 
frame of "Economics" represents not all slots of this frame as it is possible to see on the basis of its analysis.
It will be recalled that frame structures can be also used for visualization of hierarchically organized categories, 
and for the purpose of indicating paradigmatic relations of terms within a certain term system.
Confirming the fact of correlation of the term semantics with the formats of storage of expert knowledge of 
various configuration and complexity, it is also possible to specify that in the content of the definition under 
consideration propositional structures "are also developed". One of them, for example, characterizes the represented 
concept from the point of view of its main function (economics studies the natural laws), and another one represents 
knowledge of the relation of separate conceptual features / notions forming the content of economic science (Man's 
behavior satisfies his wants).
At the same time, the terminological units used in a statement/text of the concept definition represent not only 
extralinguistic expert knowledge, but also certain elements of language knowledge. First of all, it is knowledge of 
existence of the semantic or, to be more accurate, thematic field of a special type represented by a branch term 
system, and also about more specific paradigmatic types of the relations of terminological units within it: hypero-
hyponymic (for example: economics – macroeconomics and microeconomics), synonymic, antonymic, etc. which 
also reflect linguistic knowledge proper though being caused by extralinguistic knowledge. The linguistic 
knowledge also includes knowledge about the derivational potential of terms allowing to create new units in the 
semantics of which the knowledge about various relations of concepts/notions of conceptual structure, or about the 
relations of various cognitive structures are reflected, more accurate characteristics of denotations are revealed. Such 
language signs can describe the newly created concepts or specify knowledge about already existing ones (economic 
law, economic model, etc.).
Certainly, rather a large number of terms are primitive holistic units, however, still more language signs used as 
names of special concepts are derivatives and nominative complexes consisting of several words. Thus, the material 
exponential of the term can at the same time signal about the motivating bases of creating a derivative language sign 
of the applied word-formation model (agricultural economics), and, through an internal form, signal about the way 
of obtaining expert knowledge, definition of conceptual features making up the content of the concept designated by 
the term (applied economics, global economics).
Quite often a minor sign characterizing rather ordinary, but not expert knowledge is motivating in the creation of 
a terminological unit (wasteful consumption). Such phenomenon, on the one hand, testifies to the existing 
interrelation between two types of cognition, and on the other hand, it confirms that cognitive structures are 
complicated ones, storing a lot of different data. In this case, as N. N. Boldyrev (2001) precisely notes, it is difficult 
to define the borderline, "beyond which the language knowledge (knowledge of linguistic meaning) comes to an end 
and general, encyclopedic knowledge which is not connected with the linguistic meaning" begins.
4. Conclusion
In conclusion we would like to pay attention to the fact that the same fragments of the real or visionary world are 
conceptualized and categorized differently in ordinary and scientific cognition, but the knowledge obtained is rather 
often brought to one and the same sign which in different discourses profiles different meanings, different types of 
knowledge (for example, the words money, competition, etc. in ordinary and economic discourses). As stated above, 
these meanings become clear not only in the general context of a discourse connected with its extralinguistic and 
thematic specification but also on the basis of the analysis of the linguistic context when semantics of units united in 
a syntagma or a text allows to interpret the sense represented by a language sign properly: as relating either to an 
expert, or ordinary type of knowledge.  In total both of these types make up encyclopedic knowledge access to 
which can be obtained, apparently, through semantics of such language sign, or its contents if the sign is 
characterized as polysemantic.
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